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Welcome to the Mendip Studio School prospectus.
As many of you will already know, Mendip Studio School is
now a member of the Midsomer Norton Schools’ Partnership.
We are delighted that this stunning provision will be available
to children in the local area and beyond, who seek a different
way of learning and a different set of opportunities than those
on offer in more traditional comprehensive schools. Mendip
Studio School is an exciting place to learn and has its roots
in a philosophy that links schooling to the world of work. The
focus areas of Mendip Studio School are Science, Technology
and Engineering – vital areas of study for the economy of the
United Kingdom, but also superb areas for students who want
to experiment and be tomorrow’s engineers, designers, or
research scientists.

Clear vision for the school and
the curriculum it offers. They are
enthusiastic in their ambition to use
industry links to provide realistic
learning experiences for pupils.
Pupils’ problem-solving and teamworking skills improve as a result.
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Mendip Studio School is small by design, based around the
principles of the workplace and values students as individuals.
We trust students to work hard, to dress smartly without a
traditional uniform and support them to be self-motivated
and successful. The staff are specialist to the studio school
and believe whole-heartedly that there can be other ways to
learn as young adults, than through the old fashioned system
we have all known for the last 75 years. In short, the Mendip
Studio School gives students the freedom to be who they
want to be; succeed educationally, personally and be ready
for university, an apprenticeship or the world of work. If you
think this way of working is for you, then the sky really is
the limit.
Alun Williams
Midsomer Norton Schools Partnership
CEO

Our Values
Mendip Studio School aims to make a real difference to the
lives of local students, employers and parents.
We have created a school that will:
•O
 ffer a real choice and alternative to existing provision
• Break down the artificial barriers between school and
the workplace
• Give young people an opportunity to shine based on
their real abilities, passions and interests
• Provide local businesses with future employees with
the relevant workplace ethic, culture, skills, knowledge
and experience.
We have achieved this using a team of highly talented
teachers and leaders. Students will be challenged and
encouraged to be the best they can be within a highly
supportive environment. Student success is at the heart of
the school’s curriculum and the school plans for outstanding
performance from all students, alongside preparing them to
operate effectively in the world of work.

Ambition for the future is
driven by a committed and
dynamic headteacher.
Bruce Hain
Headteacher
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Is Mendip Studio School
right for me?
You will study the core GCSE subjects English, Maths, Science
alongside a choice of STEM applied learning subjects. Working
one-to-one with your Tutor-Coach, you will be able to develop
a personalised programme that excites you as you develop the
skills, knowledge and understanding you need to succeed. In
addition, they will support you with your studies and aspects
of school life – including work experience – and ensure that
you keep on track, achieve your potential and enjoy your time
at the school.
Enrichment Activities
Mendip Studio School will allow students to participate in a
highly enriched programme of activities and provide stretch
and challenge for learners of all abilities. All our students will
have an opportunity to take part in volunteering schemes such
as Duke of Edinburgh expeditions, the National Citizenship
Scheme, trips and employer-led activities which will also
provide opportunities for students to immerse themselves
in an interest or discover a hidden talent. Personal and social
development will also be fully integrated into the curriculum.

Leaders ensure that pupils
undertake an impressive range
of extra-curricular activities.
These enable pupils to develop
independent research skills in an
original and dynamic way.
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Students participate in projects
that develop their skills for the
world of work.
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How is Mendip Studio
School different from
other schools?
Mendip Studio School prepares young people to become
successful in their chosen career path. We offer specialist
applied learning qualifications, alongside traditional
curriculum subjects, providing the opportunity to specialise
in certain subject areas – in our case, Science, Engineering,
Digital and Creative Technologies and Enterprise.
Students graduate from the Mendip Studio School with
a wealth of real world knowledge, thanks to involvement
with local businesses and innovators – giving you a
competitive edge when entering the world of work or
applying to university.
Mendip Studio School is a small and nurturing environment
within which you can thrive. It offers superb pastoral care
to help you to achieve your full potential – a personalised
curriculum, providing opportunities for you to design and
build your own chosen future.
To help us to achieve these goals, you will benefit from a
range of employer and Higher Education links – employers
work with students at every available opportunity. Our
facilities are industry standard and we offer a broad
experience so that you will have the edge over your peers
when you take your next steps, regardless of whether you
choose to carry on into our Sixth Form or to enter into other
Further Education, an Apprenticeship or employment.
Every student truly does matter and we will work closely with
you, your parents/carers and your teachers to support and
challenge you to be the best you can be.

Designing your
experience,
developing the skills,
defining your future.
At Mendip Studio School, we develop and encourage:
Relationships:
• Everyone is equally important. In our small school, you will
get to know staff and other students quickly and we will
support and challenge you throughout.
Employer Readiness
• Your future is our priority and we will support you to take
all the steps you need to take to fulfil your ambitions
• As well as your curriculum, workshops with employers
will help to develop the skills you need to succeed in the
real world.
Subjects in your curriculum:
• We provide some of the best subjects to prepare you for
the future and to help you get ahead of everyone else
in your next steps
• New courses written with employers input – some of the
best resources available that are industry standard.

What are the subjects
I can choose?
We offer:
•W
 ell recognised qualifications for STEM subjects e.g. Biology,
Chemistry, Physics, Engineering, Digital Media, Information
Technologies and Enterprise
• Work Experience – tailored to meet each student’s individual
career goals.
• A vertical tutor-coach pastoral model so that you develop
your social skills, and resilience
• A small school where everyone benefits from a caring
student-centred team focusing on your unique aspirations.
What are the Year 10 Subjects that I can choose from?
A

B

C

D

Engineering

Digital
Information
Technology

Separate
Sciences
(Higher)

Engineering

Media

Product Design

Separate
Sciences
(Foundation)

STEM
Enterprise

These subjects are Mendip Studio School’s specialist subjects:
you need to choose one subject from each column to
complete your curriculum. You will study these alongside
English, Mathematics and Physical fitness. We passionately
believe in developing students’ understanding of personal
and social, health and relationships and this will also be part
of your curriculum.

Students are encouraged in a
range of subjects to consider
concepts more deeply and
develop their independent
and research skills.
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Mendip can help you with
ideas and projects that will
inspire your peers and future
employers.
Student feedback

What will my
programme of study
look like?
Mendip Studio School proudly challenges students through
its Research and Development programmes and in tutor time,
as well as through the chosen subjects through enquiry-based
learning.
The school day has six periods of 50 minutes, but, in order
to allow students to develop their ideas and to work
independently and creatively, the majority of lessons will be
taught in double lessons.
This approach often sets problems and projects which
students explore, research and develop on their own – with
coaching and the support of the tutors and fellow students.
These include using the studio school’s CREATE framework
which aims to develop key skills desired by employers and
other educational establishments. Each of the tutor Research
& Development projects are linked to our Personal Social,
Health and Economic programmes. This ensures that all
students’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development
is fulfilled.
The Mendip Studio school will follow the CREATE framework
within the curriculum. These skills and attributes have been
identified by employers as those that they are looking for in
the young people that they recruit. By developing your skills
in these areas, through the subjects that you study, the supercurriculum (e.g. R&D) and your work beyond the classroom,
you will be better prepared to get the job you want and to
live a long, successful professional life.

A newly appointed coordinator of
personal, social, health and economic
(PSHE) education is a passionate and
committed advocate in ensuring that
there are meaningful experiences for
pupils to consider key issues.
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CREATE Framework
The CREATE framework has been developed specifically for
Studio Schools in order to equip students with the essential
skills that will help them think creatively, build resilience and
flourish in life and work. CREATE stands for Communication,
Relating To Others, Enterprise, Applied Skills, Thinking Skills
and Emotional Intelligence. It will be used by coaches to track
students’ development.

C

Communication
Students can convey
information, ideas and
thoughts effectively and
appropriately to others in a
range of roles and situations.
Select
Organise
Deliver

R

Relating to
others

Students can interact
successfully with others in a
range of roles and situations,
from all walks of life, and
learn how to understand
their perspective and build
productive relationships.
Relate
Collaborate
Steer

E

Enterprise
Students can develop
opportunities, think
creatively, make decisions
and implement them, learn
from taking risks.
Launch
Plan
Execute
Reflect

A

Applied
skills
Students understand
and are able to take their
knowledge and skills and
apply them effectively in
a range of contexts both
inside and outside the
classroom environment.
School and Learning
Family and Relationships
Work and Employment
My Local Community
Wider World

T

Thinking
skills
Students can test and
process ideas and opinions
to make reasoned
judgements to solve
problems.
Use
Research
Decide

E

Emotional
Intelligence
Students understand and
are aware of their emotions
and behaviours and how
they can impact on others.
Understanding Myself
Managing Myself
Understanding Others
Managing Others

Connecting to
Business
Recent employer surveys show that a shortage of young
people with relevant employability and life skills is one of
the biggest threats to the future success of UK businesses.
Bridging this gap and providing future young employees with
these essential skills is at the heart of Mendip Studio School.
Employers are instrumental in shaping and delivering the
Studio School curriculum. They will commission and assess
student projects, provide guest lecturers and liaise with
personal coaches regarding skills development. Research
shows that by working with Studio Schools, employers can
improve their productivity and competitiveness.
Mendip Studio School is committed to fulfilling the needs of
local employers and aims to provide them with skilled and
motivated future employees who will add real value to
the organisation.

Industry partners

We have been working with Mendip
Studio School for three years. The
school inspires dynamic, creative and
independent young people with an
outstanding work ethic. Being a part
of cultivating young minds and
supporting ‘tomorrow’s engineers’
is really important to us and we are
thrilled to be part of something so
innovative and forward thinking.
Craig Shaw, CEO Advetec

Students are encouraged in a
range of subjects to consider
concepts more deeply and
develop their independent
and research skills.
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What is Independent Study?
Effective use of time out of school is essential for you to fulfil
your dreams and ambitions for the future. You will have the
opportunity to work independently when you do not have
other commitments, before and after the school day. Use
these wisely: you have full access to the R&D Hub and the
classrooms at these times. You will be supported to learn the
best way that you can study, revise and to be successful in all
your assessments – all we ask is that you act on advice and
put the time in to make this hard work turn into your success.
What is an R&D Session?
Research & Development sessions take place every week.
There is a range of activities that take place in R&D that
involve our link with industry partners, universities of Bath
and Bristol, as well as Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew and the
Eden Project. Current activities also include VEX robotics,
boat-building, and Reptile Club and many more – just ask!
In addition to this, we have many other super-curriculum
activities including International visits during term time and
national visits during our activities week during term 6: this
includes trips to “we the curious”, Aerospace, London’s
Science Museum and many more.

They are enthusiastic in their
ambition to use industry links
to provide realistic learning
experiences for pupils. Pupils’
problem-solving and team-working
skills improve as a result.
Ofsted report 2018

Making the move
to GCSE
This is a big jump – harder work, but more reward; that’s
why they open up a world of opportunities when they are
complete. This could be to progress to our Sixth Form for
Level 3 courses such as Forensics & Criminal Investigation,
Engineering, Medical Science, Childcare and others.
Rising to the challenge of GCSE
To help you to make a successful transition from Year 9,
Mendip Studio School provides a comprehensive
Induction Process.
This includes:
•A
 one-to-one interview with the Headteacher and Pastoral
Leader
• Induction lessons in the summer before you start year 10
• Summer assignments
• Individual assessment of your career experience needs and
aspirations
We follow this by a three week Induction window at the
beginning of the first term in Year 10 designed to ensure
you are taking the correct subjects for you and your
chosen future.
We passionately believe that all students must consider the
following three things in order to select the right programme
of study for their year 10 and 11 experience:
• What you enjoy and have done well in so far
• How you learn e.g. practical, written-work, hands-on
making, designing, using computers
• Why you are studying these subjects – what you want to do
when you finish year 11 and beyond.

Mendip can help you with ideas and
projects that will inspire your peers
and future employers.
Student feedback

What to keep in mind
when choosing GCSEs
GCSEs are very challenging. Moving from year 9 – an
important step, that provides more independence and choice
so that you can really focus on the subjects that you are
passionate about and that you need for your future.

1.
Read
Read through this
brochure carefully

2.
3.
Visit Talk

However; this means that once the choice is made, it is
extremely difficult to change. Once you have committed to
your subject choices, you will need to follow all your subjects
through to completion over the two years of GCSE.
The subjects that you are studying from the beginning of
the September term will have been carefully informed by the
following steps

You are welcome to visit
any time

Talk to subject leaders
about the courses available

4.
1-2-1

A one-to-one interview
with the Headteacher

5.
Tr

Induction
lessons in the
summer term

6.
Intro

A three week Induction
window at the beginning of
your first term in year 10

Pupils say that they feel safe and
secure, know whom to talk to if they
have a concern and do not feel that
bullying or derogatory language are
particular issues at the school.
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The Tutor-Coach
programme
At Mendip Studio School, our tutor programme runs vertically.
This means that each tutor group comprises both year groups,
year 10 and 11. What this means educationally is that there
are mentoring opportunities, developing skills in leadership.
This provides excellent experience which employers demand,
alongside opportunities and experience that universities often
expect. For example, experience of working with children
in an educational setting, if applying for teaching, caring or
leadership qualifications. Our tutors support all of their tutees
helping our students to work independently as young adults
preparing for the world of work, training or university.

Pupils are positive about the pastoral
system and benefit of working with
pupils of different ages.
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Small

We’re a small school, where you are well known
and supported.

Mixed

We have mixed age groups to improve individual identity and to provide the
platform for development of leadership skills and a strong sense of responsibility.

Supportive

We have a dedicated, non-teaching pastoral leader.

Strong relationships
We believe that a strong relationship between the school
and parents/carers is essential.

Applied learning

We offer alternative qualifications which are applied, project-based,
where possible and vocational – in longer learning blocks.

Key Facts for
Parents/Carers
We recognise that you play a key role in selecting a school
that is right for your child, and that this can sometimes be
a daunting experience. Mendip Studio School provides
you with a fantastic opportunity to choose an educational
establishment that gives young people the best possibility
of a successful career. The qualifications gained with us will
offer students the chance of employment or to continue their
studies further. They will gain key qualifications, choose from
a range of vocational options and develop skills and attitudes
that will prepare them for the transition from education to
employment. Mendip Studio School is a small school with a
maximum capacity of 300 students and the dress code will
reflect the professional identity of the school. We believe that
a strong relationship between the school and parents/carers
is essential. We will ensure that parents/carers are:
• Clear about our vision and what we aim to achieve
• Have easily understandable and up-to-date information on
their child’s progress
• Encouraged to be part of the Studio School community
• Able to have regular access to teachers, learning and
personal coaches to discuss their child’s progress.
Mendip Studio School Curriculum
Year 10 and 11 students will still follow the National
Curriculum and gain the same key qualifications as at a
traditional school as well as:
•
•
•
•

Preparation for and actual work experience.
Personal/moral/social/cultural understanding
Research and Development programme
Enrichment options e.g. sports, volunteering,
events/visits, and academic study/additional awards.

The ‘Orchid Project’ is genuinely
impressive, with pupils given
real life-changing experiences
to showcase their work around
the world.
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How to apply
You can apply by going to our website “How to apply”:
You can register interest and then we will talk you through the
application procedure or you can complete an admissions form
online and email to enquires@mendipstudioschool.org.uk.
You could also print the admissions form and send through
the post to:
Headteacher
Mendip Studio School
1 Knobsbury Lane
Radstock
BA3 3NQ

Our son is very happy at Mendip
Studio School and has had
significant support in preparing
for his GCSEs. He is fully engaged
in his studies and has an excellent
relationship with his teachers.
Fabulous school. Keep up the
good work!
Parent feedback

01761 438 557
www.mendipstudioschool.org.uk
enquiries@mendipstudioschool.org.uk
Mendip Studio School
Radstock
BA3 3NQ

Mendip Studio School is part of
The Midsomer Norton Schools Partnership

